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Anarchy Alive!: Anti-Authoritarian Politics from Practice to TheoryPluto Press, 2007

	Anarchist politics are at the heart of today’s most vibrant and radical social movements. From squatted social centres and community gardens to acts of sabotage and raucous summit blockades, anarchist groups and networks are spreading an ethos of direct action, non-hierarchical organizing and self-liberation that has redefined...
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The Search for Life Continued: Planets Around Other StarsPraxis, 2008

	Barrie Jones addresses the question "are we alone?", which is one of the most frequently asked questions by scientists and non-scientists alike. In The Search for Life Continued, this question is addressed scientifically, and the author is not afraid to include speculation. Indeed, the author believes beyond reasonable...
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Innovation Passport: The IBM First-of-a-Kind (FOAK) Journey From Research to RealityIBM Press, 2009

	“Finally! A book that lays out a thorough yet workable path to collaborative innovation! With a highly readable style and using great examples, Frederich and Andrews describe the process by which IBM makes collaborative innovation work from a process, company, and customer standpoint. By following the guidelines...
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Pro Objective-C Design Patterns for iOSApress, 2011

	It’s time to capitalize on your mastery of Cocoa with Pro Objective-C Design Patterns for iOS. You’ve developed apps that impressed and performed, and now you’re ready to jump into development practices that will leave you with more effective, efficient, and professional level apps. This book is the...
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Intelligent Open Learning Systems: Concepts, Models and Algorithms (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2011

	The book addresses the problem known in the literature as Open and Distance
	Learning (ODL). ODL describes new concepts of the process of learning-teaching
	organization. ODL is becoming very popular at universities that offer education
	via online and/or distance learning, both in synchronous or asynchronous modes.
	More precisely, the...
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Managing the Dynamics of New Product Development Processes: A New Product Lifecycle Management ParadigmSpringer, 2011

	In contemporary globally competitive markets, the development of new products
	is considered a critical success factor for organizations. Significant efforts have
	been invested in the development of methods and tools for improving the management
	of design processes, being a key element in development processes,
	especially those related...
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Communicating with XMLSpringer, 2011


	XML (Extensible Markup Language) is the lingua franca in contemporary networked

	environments. It is intended to support communication between software modules,

	particularly on the Web, as well as communication between people involved in

	developing new XML-based solutions. Developing the new solutions for a specifi c

	domain or...
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Web-Based Control and Robotics Education (Intelligent Systems, Control and Automation: Science and Engineering)Springer, 2009

	The development of the Internet and World Wide Web technology has motivated the introduction of new ways for distance learning and education. This book provides a timely and cohesive set of contributions that present methodologies, technologies and practical tools for teaching control and robotic systems analysis and design over the Web. It...
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Implementing Cisco UCS SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Cisco Unified Computer System is a powerful solution for data centers that can raise efficiency and lower costs. This tutorial helps professionals realize its full potential through a practical, hands-on approach written by two Cisco experts.


	Overview

	
		Learn about various Cisco UCS equipment options...
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Behavioral Emergencies for the Emergency PhysicianCambridge University Press, 2013

	Emergency physicians, in all practice settings, care for patients with both undifferentiated psycho-behavioral presentations and established psychiatric illness. This reference-based text goes beyond diagnostics, providing practical input from physicians experienced with adult emergency psychiatric patients. Physicians will increase their...
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Oracle RMAN Database DuplicationApress, 2015

	RMAN is Oracle’s flagship backup and recovery tool, but did you know it’s also an effective database duplication tool? Oracle RMAN Database Duplication is a deep dive into RMAN’s duplication feature set, showing how RMAN can make it so much easier for you as a database administrator to satisfy the many requests from...
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Pivotal Certified Spring Enterprise Integration Specialist Exam: A Study GuideApress, 2015

	
		Exam topics covered include tasks and scheduling, remoting, the Spring Web Services framework, RESTful services with Spring MVC, the Spring JMS module, JMS and JTA transactions with Spring, batch processing with Spring Batch and the Spring Integration framework. Prepare with confidence for the Pivotal Enterprise Integration with...
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